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Indian electric vehicle industry is a new business and the 
opportunity for the automobile industry is immense. Like any 
new sector, there are some small teething troubles that need 
to be resolved. However, with a strong policy like FAME II, 
India now has the potential to be a global electric 
manufacturing hub.

Electric Vehicles in India are here to solve much bigger issues 
like rising pollution and reduce oil dependency. "Since electric 
vehicles have a lower cost of operations, India is a very unique 
market as it is easy to attract fleet operators, public 
transportation and shared mobility platforms, The interest 
among consumers in the adoption of electric cars is growing 
multi fold but the actual adoption seems to be going very slow. 
India has barely sold more than 8,000 electric cars in six 
years. Whereas China sells more than that in two days as per 
a Bloomberg report from October 2019. The goal is now to 
come on par with China, the USA and Japan in terms of the 
manufacturing and sales of passenger and commercial 
electric vehicles. the electric vehicle market is expected to 
grow at CAGR of 43.13% between 2019 and 2030. the electric 
vehicle industry will follow a J-curve in the coming years and 
will suddenly shoot up after 2020-2024. The next couple of 
years are crucial for the Indian electric vehicle industry as the 
market is poised to grow like never before. The electric vehicle 
(EV) market is likely to be a Rs 50,000-crore opportunity in 
India by 2025, with two and three-wheelers expected to drive 
higher electrification of the vehicles in the 
medium term.

At the same time, India is still 
tackling various challenges 
in terms of range 
anxiety, high prices 

EV India 2024 Expo is an International Electric Motor Vehicle Show will provides the 
opportunity and platform to electric vehicle manufacturers to showcase their latest Products, 
technology and equipment, Smart and NextGen Transport, electric passenger car, 
scooter, motorcycle, cycles, buses etc to meet and network with the trade industry 
as well as end users with the main aim to find out new business and 
protection of the environment. EV India Expo is the best public interactive 
platform for resources sharing, product purchase and brand display for the 
people and industry.

AN INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

EV INDIA 2024 EXPO

of electric vehicles (electric four-wheelers), battery 
manufacturing capabilities, electricity demand and lack of 
charging stations, among others. Government has  been 
pushing  the EV  industry  to the best of their  efforts. It cannot  
be denied  that government funding, subsidy and incentives 
have helped fuel the demand of EVs in the market

India is ushering into a new era of future and clean mobility. A 
great opportunity with EVs in reducing the Carbon footprint, 
dependence on Crude oil imports, creating jobs and building a 
new Technology knowledge hub in India. A number of factors 
are combining to make India's electric vehicle (EV) market ripe 
for growth in the near future . The future of mobility is clean and 
sustainable and it is only a matter of time that India makes a 
bigger splash in the global green mobility market. Indian 
Electric Vehicle industry is one of the fastest-growing markets 
globally. Consumers are also understanding the fact that EVs 
are not only environment friendly but also economically more 
viable in the long run. EVs make economic  sense a c
ross multiple use cases .the rate of adoption of 
EVs in the medium term as customers look 
for environment-friendly and cost-
e f fec t i ve  persona l  mob i l i t y  
solutions.Indian electric vehicle industry is a new business and the 
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At the same time, India is still tackling various challenges in terms of 
range anxiety, high prices of electric vehicles (electric four-wheelers), 
battery manufacturing capabilities, electricity demand and lack of 
charging stations, among others. Government has  been pushing  the 
EV  industry  to the best of their  efforts. It cannot  be denied  that 
government funding, subsidy and incentives have helped fuel the 
demand of EVs in the market

India is ushering into a new era of future and clean mobility. A great 
opportunity with EVs in reducing the Carbon footprint, dependence on 
Crude oil imports, creating jobs and building a new Technology 
knowledge hub in India. A number of factors are combining to make 
India's electric vehicle (EV) market ripe for growth in the near future . 
The future of mobility is clean and sustainable and it is only a matter of 
time that India makes a bigger splash in the global green mobility 
market. Indian Electric Vehicle industry is one of the fastest-growing 
markets globally. Consumers are also understanding the fact that 
EVs are not only environment friendly but also economically more 
viable in the long run. EVs make economic  sense across multiple use 
cases .the rate of adoption of EVs in the medium term as customers 
look for environment-friendly and cost-effective personal mobility 
solutions.
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Indian electric vehicle industry is a new business and the opportunity for 
the automobile industry is immense. Like any new sector, there are some 
small teething troubles that need to be resolved. However, with a strong 
policy like FAME II, India now has the potential to be a global electric 
manufacturing hub.

Electric Vehicles in India are here to solve much bigger issues like rising 
pollution and reduce oil dependency. "Since electric vehicles have a 
lower cost of operations, India is a very unique market as it is easy to 
attract fleet operators, public transportation and shared mobility 
platforms, The interest among consumers in the adoption of electric cars 
is growing multi fold but the actual adoption seems to be going very slow. 
India has barely sold more than 8,000 electric cars in six years. Whereas 
China sells more than that in two days as per a Bloomberg report from 
October 2019. The goal is now to come on par with China, the USA and 
Japan in terms of the manufacturing and sales of passenger and 
commercial electric vehicles. the electric vehicle market is expected to 
grow at CAGR of 43.13% between 2019 and 2030. the electric vehicle 
industry will follow a J-curve in the coming years and will suddenly shoot 

up after 2020-2024. The next couple of years are crucial for the Indian 
electric vehicle industry as the market is poised to grow like never before. 
The electric vehicle (EV) market is likely to be a Rs 50,000-crore 

opportunity in India by 2025, with two and three-wheelers expected to 
drive higher electrification of the vehicles in the medium term.

At the same time, India is still tackling various challenges in terms of 
range anxiety, high prices of electric vehicles (electric four-wheelers), 
battery manufacturing capabilities, electricity demand and lack of 
charging stations, among others. Government has  been pushing  the 
EV  industry  to the best of their  efforts. It cannot  be denied  that 
government funding, subsidy and incentives have helped fuel the 
demand of EVs in the market

India is ushering into a new era of future and clean mobility. A great 
opportunity with EVs in reducing the Carbon footprint, dependence on 
Crude oil imports, creating jobs and building a new Technology 
knowledge hub in India. A number of factors are combining to make 
India's electric vehicle (EV) market ripe for growth in the near future . The 
future of mobility is clean and sustainable and it is only a matter of time 
that India makes a bigger splash in the global green mobility market. 
Indian Electric Vehicle industry is one of the fastest-growing markets 
globally. Consumers are also understanding the fact that EVs are not 
only environment friendly but also economically more viable in the long 
run. EVs make economic  sense across multiple use cases .the rate of 
adoption of EVs in the medium term as customers look for environment-
friendly and cost-effective personal mobility solutions.



VISITORS
PROFILE

BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATION

EXHIBITORS
PROFILE
► Electric Car

► Electric Scooter

► Electric Motorcycle

► Electric Cycle

► Electric Bus

► Electric Truck

► Electric Rickshaw

► Electric Tricycles

► Electric Golf Cart

► Electric Train

► E- Tractor

► E- Boat

► Cargo Loader Electric Vehicle

► Electric Charging Station and Equipment

► Electric Vehicle Batteries Manufacturers

► EV Auto Components

► Battery Storage Management

► Battery Management System

► ESS Technology

► IOT Devices

► Tyre Manufacturers

► Electric Components

► Renewable Companies

► Chemical

► Surface Coating

► Powertrain & BLDC Motors

► Raw Materials

► Software & Technology

► Laboratory & Testing Equipments

► Banks & Financial Institutions

► Insurance Companies

► Research Institutions 

► Electric Vehicle Manufacturers

► Dealers and Distributors

► Direct Buyers & General Public

► Supply Chain Organisations

► Builders & Developers

► Pollution Control Boards 

► Environment Consultants

► Education & Research Institutes

► Exporters & Importers 

► Retailers & Suppliers

► Municipalities & Development Authorities

► Ministries & Government Officers 

► Environmental NGO

► Government Policy Makers & Urban Planners

► Corporate House

► Environment Monitoring Authorities

► Public Health Departments

► Hospitals and Hotels

► Consultants and Advisors

► Facility Management Companies

► RWA'S

► Eco Clubs

► School, College, Universities

► Environmentalists 

► State Environment & Transport Departments

► Print and Electronic Media

► Trade Media

► Trade Associations

ü Meet high quality prospects and decision Makers

ü Brand Building opportunity among the Industry and General Public

ü Direct interaction with industry suppliers, buyers and distributors

ü Find out the latest technologies, products and services

ü New import & export opportunity

ü Net work with Industry professionals

ü A platform to launch new products

ü Explore Joint venture & partnerships
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National Seminar on 
Electric Vehicles and 
Allied Industries

18 September 2024
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19 September, 2024 India Expo Centre, Greater Noida, U.P, India

E-CHARGE
FORUM 2024

International Summit on 
Electric Vehicle Charging Technology
& Infrastructure Development
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For detailed information and Sponsorship Cost, Please Contact:
VINEET TIWARI

Mob: +91 85429 27429, Email: vineet@ies-india.com, event@ies-india.com

For detailed information and Sponsorship Cost, Please Contact:
SWADESH KUMAR

Mob: +91-9811913376, Email: swadesh@gsi-india.com, event@ies-india.com

We have 
Numerous 

Sponsorship 
Opportunities

at EV India

Lanyard
& Badges
Sponsor

Title
Sponsor

Platinum
Sponsor

Gold
Sponsor

Silver
Sponsor

Kit Bag
Sponsor

Powered
By

DIAMOND
SPONSOR 



EV India 2023 Glimpses

www . e v i n d i a e x p o . i n



04-06 JULY, 2024 
India Expo Centre, Greater Noida, U.P., India

16-18 JULY, 2024  
 Miami Airport Convention Centre, 

Miami, Florida, USA

I N D I A

NGV 
INDIA

WORLD GAS 
SUMMIT

05-07 JUNE, 2024 
India Expo Centre, Greater Noida, U.P., India

18-20 JULY, 2024
HITEX Exhibition Center, Hyderabad, Telangana, India

29-31 AUGUST, 2024  
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India

SIS
ORT INFRASP STRUCTURE SUMMIT 2023

SPORT INDIA 
CONFERENCE 

India-The Emerging Sporting Superpower

For More Information Contact:  Indian Exhibition Services
C-322, 3rd Floor, Tower-C, Noida One IT Park, Sushil Marg, Sector 62, Noida, U. P, India, Mob.: +91-+91 98119 13376, Email: event@ies-india.com, www.ies-india.com

EXHIBITION • CONFERENCE • AWARDS
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Save Nature - Save Future

WORLD 
ENVIRONMENT 
CONFERENCE

18-20 SEPTEMBER, 2024  
India Expo Centre, Greater Noida, U.P., India

Green Drive 5.O

29-31 AUGUST, 2024  
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India

SPORT INDIA 

FASHION SHOW 

SPORT
INDIA
AWARDS A

05-07 JUNE, 2024 
India Expo Centre, Greater Noida, U.P., India

INDIA 
INTeRIOR

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION ON ARCHITECTURE & INTERIOR DESIGN

05-07 JUNE, 2024 
India Expo Centre, Greater Noida, U.P., India

GREENOVATION
International Green Building Technology Expo

WORLD of
RECYCLING

(Friday-Sunday) 

22-24 FEBRUARY, 2024 
Central Salt & Marine Chemicals 

Research Institute, Bhavnaga, Gujarat, India

INDIA
S    LT

EXHIBITIONlCONFERENCElAWARDS

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 

ADVANCES IN SALT AND
MARINE CHEMICALS

Brine Mining, Purification and Resource Recovery

GUYANA
INTERNATIONAL
TRADE EXPO 2024

GiTE
2 0 2 4

03-05 MAY, 2024
Georgetown, Guyana, South America

E-CHARGE
FORUM 2024



INDIAN EXHIBITION SERVICES
C-322, 3rd Floor, Tower-C, Noida One IT Park, Sushil Marg, Sector 62, Noida, Uttar Pradesh 201309

Mob: +91-8542927429, +91- 9811913376, Email: event@ies-india.com, Web: www.evindiaexpo.in

Green Society of India (GSI) is a registered and non- profit organization under the societies registration act XXI of 
1860 with its head office in New Delhi (India) and working for the environment protection with the aim to create 
environmental awareness and Involved in research, investigative, educational work in the field of pollution, forest, 
wildlife, land & water use and various aspects of the environment.

INDIAN EXHIBITION SERVICES (IES) 

GREEN SOCIETY OF INDIA (GSI)

Indian Exhibition Services (IES) is a leading Exhibition organizing company in India. That has been involved for the 
last several years in trade promotion activities like exhibitions, seminar & conferences, buyer seller meets in India and 
abroad. IES major initiatives are Sport India Expo, Fitness India, Rehab India Expo, Sport India Conference, Sports 
Goods Manufacturers Forum, Sport India Infrastructure Summit, Sport India Fashion Show, World Environment Expo, 
Greenovation – International Green Building Technology Expo, Biodegradable Expo, World Environment Conference, 
EV India Expo, E- Charge Forum, India Buildtech, Gas India Expo, NGV India Expo, World Gas Summit etc.

IES is engaged in national and international trade promotion and provide business platform to the corporates, 
industrialist, and small-scale industry to promote their products through the buyer seller meets & trade exhibitions with 
the aim to create a bridge between buyers and suppliers.

INDUSTRY PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNERS

indian society of
lighting engineers

Society for Smart E-Mobility

ABOUT ORGANIZERS




